
 1 Prepare to adjust the bed
• Loosen knobs on the stabilizer bar and move it 

from the set of pins above the springs to a set 

of pins below the springs.

• Loosen knobs on spring. Position one person on 

each side and grip the frame with two hands.

 2 Lift the spring up lightly
 Look at the spring hooks and make sure they are 

free from the pins.

3 Shift the spring horizontally
 It should move slightly in the end channel.

4 Slide spring up (or down)
 After reaching desired height, move the spring 

slightly in the end channel and lower onto pins. 

Tighten knobs.

 5 Secure the bed
 If the springs are on the top setting, move the 

stabilizer bar to the bottom setting. If the springs 

are on the setting second from the top, move 

the stabilizer bar to the setting second from the 

bottom. Tighten all knobs.

 6 Install guardrail
 Guardrails and ladders are located in your room. 

If your lofted bed is not against the wall, you 

may need another guardrail. Please enter a Fix-it 

request in your My Housing portal to request an 

extra guardrail.
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zTrak Bed System Adjusting Height:  

1. Prepare to adjust the bed:  
>> Confirm the new position the spring will move to 
>> If one side of the bed is against the wall, slide the bed out so one 
person can work from behind the bed 
>> One person should stand on each of the long sides of the spring 
base, gripping the frame with two hands 
 

2. LIFT up on the spring base with light force. Look at the spring  
hooks and make sure they are free from the pins 
 

3. SHIFT the spring base in the direction of the end channel 
 

4. SLIDE the spring base up or down as desired, keeping it as level as possible  
 

5. Once the desired height is achieved, SHIFT the spring back into place over 
the pins, and lower onto the pins 
  

6. Complete the adjustment by tightening all four knobs turning clockwise 
until snug - do not overtighten. Check the stabilizer bar knobs to ensure 
they remain snug   

 

Learn about the zTrak Bed 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0scwyenw
aTk&feature=youtu.be 
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